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Abstract

This paper seeks to use spoken language
processing techniques to determine ro-
mantic compatibility based on audio fea-
tures produced during conversation and
further to artistically visualize this com-
patibility through code. More specifically,
we aim to to determine a party’s willing-
ness to go on a second date (hence referred
to as just willingness) based on these fac-
tors extracted from speed dating conversa-
tions. It is this willingness upon which
we base our idea of romantic compati-
bility. This paper utilizes language pro-
cessing techniques that extract features out
of the speech patterns (prosody), feeling
(emotion) and textual context (language
model) of the speed dates’ participants to
feed into a classifier that would determine
the aforementioned willingness.

At 1/15th second intervals, the real-time
visualization is fed data via three chan-
nels of information: the binarized willing-
ness, a multinomial classification of the
current predominant feeling and the most
commonly shared words. These metrics
are then represented visually through art-
work generated for this paper that shifts
and adjusts to show a visual story as to
how the conversation unfolds. While the
direct attempt at a classification of will-
ingness is a sufficiently challenging and
revealing speech processing issue, we de-
cided to take our approach further and vi-
sualize our data to investigate emergent
behaviours that uncover other, more sub-
tle hidden speech patterns and socio- and
psychologically revealing data.

1 Introduction

We aim to establish a relationship between voice
and speech idiosyncrasies with romantic compat-
ibility. The first problem we face, then becomes
defining this notion of compatibility. As hinted
above, we use the notion of willingness to estab-
lish this base notion of compatibility. The next
problem that naturally arises is how to break down
the interaction: is willingness to meet again an at-
tribute determined solely by both parties, or is it
an attribute held by the individual?

For us, if both parties express this willingness,
then it naturally follows that they must in some
sense be compatible. Any combination of willing-
ness does still give some degree of useful infor-
mation. Even if one party was much more willing
than the other, we can say that some indication of
compatibility may still exist. This lies in the idea
that the party who possesses the skewed willing-
ness also harbors a great deal of interest in making
future interactions possible. If we continue to use
this concept, then it makes sense to analyze the
dialogue by individual’s speech rather then as a
whole. How then do we determine whether the de-
sire to meet exists in the first place? The Stanford
Speed Dating Corpus fortunately has this ”willing-
ness” to meet again as part of its labeled data set.
As an additional part of the corpus, transcripts and
Praat TextGrids allow us to extract one party’s por-
tion of the dialogue, both in audio and in text.

We now have framed our problem enough and
reasoned through possible points of entry to be-
gin devising the method/approach to our solution.
We know that we must extract features for each
speaker in each of their speed dates. We also know
that we have the end goal of making the visualiza-
tion, so we require a granular prediction of will-
ingness at the utterance/phone-level as opposed to
the dialogue level label we possess. Thanks to the



layout of the corpus, we were able to extract four
times the data than previously thought: one dia-
logue contains two parties, each with their own
willingness label, and there are two audio files
for each dialogue, one for each speaker since both
parties wore microphones in the production of the
corpus. While both the files contain the same di-
alogue content, we expect the audio features to
be slightly different given the change in recording
location, relative noise changes, etc. This addi-
tion should provide enough data to train a classi-
fier that should neatly extend into the the utterance
and even phone levels given a large enough time
frame.

2 Background & Related Work

We surveyed various research papers regarding
prosodic and emotional features, along with other
domain specific information to situate our project
in a relatively grounded and well established foun-
dation. Dan Jurafsky’s two papers on the Stan-
ford Speed Dating corpus served as that founda-
tion to our work. We thought these were the most
cogent papers to review as not only were the au-
thors involved in the creation of the corpus itself,
but they offered the first few analyses and tech-
niques regarding the corpus itself. In reviewing,
we hoped to get not only a better sense of the data
itself, but also get a feel for how we could build
on their work and offer a different perspective on
the data. To this end, Jurafsky’s ”Making the Con-
nection”, and ”Detecting friendly, flirtatious, awk-
ward, and assertive speech in speed-dates” pro-
vided both direction and inspiration for where our
project would ultimately end up.

Making the Connection investigates a set of
over 900 four-minute long speed dates known as
the Stanford Speed-Dating Corpus. The paper
seeks to answer what qualities of interactions be-
tween participants correspond to a sense of con-
nection during these speed dates, where speed
dates stand in for general initial relational encoun-
ters. They discovered that emotional intensifica-
tion is important to mark the conversation as im-
portant. This increasing emotional expression and
enjoyment is exhibited through changes of pitch,
loudness, rate of speech, and laughter. There were
gender differences in this: for men, excitement
was expressed through varied loudness, increased
laughter, and more monotone; for women, excite-
ment was expressed through a raised and varied

pitch and varied loudness. In general, engaged
speakers tend to speak louder and use more var-
ied pitch. Hedges (such as a little, or sort of) in-
dicated a lack of engagement. Longer turns be-
tween speakers reflected engagement as well. Par-
ticipants in the study tended to click more when
women talked more about themselves and men en-
gaged with their stories. This paper provides us
with a solid set of features to include in our model
to represent compatibility between potential ro-
mantic partners.

”Detecting friendly, flirtatious, awkward, and
assertive speech in speed-dates” also analyzed
the Stanford Speed-Dating Corpus. The goal of
the paper is to learn which linguistic cues de-
tect whether a speaker is judged to be friendly,
awkward, flirtatious, or assertive in a speed-
dating context. The paper identified six impor-
tant prosodic features: maximum pitch, minimum
pitch, intensity, variable intensity, turn length, as
well as rate of speech. For lexical features, they
tracked counts of words from various categories,
like I, you, sex, love, negative, hedge, um and
uh. They then added dialogue and discourse fea-
tures including whether sections of the conver-
sations were questions, interruptions, sympathy,
agreement, etc. They further added word frequen-
cies. They found that men and women have differ-
ent standards for friendliness, flirtation, awkward-
ness, and assertiveness, and that it is difficult for
participants to distinguish between aspects of in-
dividual stances and aspects of the conversation.
The participants tended to label both themselves
and the other participant similarly, i.e. if one per-
son thought they were being friendly, they tended
to label the other participant as friendly, indicat-
ing that friendliness may be a marker of the con-
versation, not individual stances. They found that
hedges (sort of, a little, etc.) are a strong indica-
tor of awkwardness. This fine-grained and varied
nature of the data set proved valuable in our con-
ception of our similarly fine-grained visualization.

After having gained a good command over the
data we were to work with and dissect, we thought
it also best to find concrete approaches to extract-
ing a set of defined audio features. While the pre-
vious papers had analyzed audio and used classi-
fiers to extract an emotion label, they were a bit
vague as to the extraction of features themselves.
Tackling this head-on, Classifying Subject Ratings
of Emotional Speech Using Acoustic Features. by



Jackson Liscombe et all lists explicitly the fea-
tures in question and gives a quick overview as to
how they can be extracted/calculated from the raw
data. Research prior to this paper typically labeled
speech tokens with a single emotion; this paper
believes that that approach is insufficient and in-
accurate and seeks instead to rank tokens on mul-
tiple scales. The paper defines emotion along the
dimensions of valence (positive/negative) and ac-
tivation (level of arousal/excitement). The acous-
tic features used in this paper included F0, RMS,
ratio of voiced samples to total segments, mean
length of syllables, spectral tilt of vowel with nu-
clear stress, and spectral tilt of vowel with highest
amplitude. The paper found that F0, RMS, and
speaking rate help to distinguish emotions on di-
mension of activation; spectral tilt helps to distin-
guish emotions on dimension of valence. We used
this insight in our conception of an emotional fea-
ture reaper.

3 Data Sets

The data sets utilized in this paper were Jurafsky
et al’s ”Stanford Speed Dating Corpus” which pro-
vided the bulk of our data and the willingness to
meet that was at the heart of our romantic compat-
ibility and visualization. This data set provided the
recordings of speed dates by both participants and
we had 2400 data points we worked with. ”Emo-
tional Prosody Speech and Transcripts” by Liber-
man et al. was also used as our data set to fuel
our emotional classifier as described in the follow-
ing section. The data set included actors speaking
short utterances in the five described emotions. It
consisted of 590 training samples.

4 Approach

Our approach split the problem into two portions:
pre-processing & feature extraction followed by
the training of a prediction model. We created two
prediction models: One model was used to pre-
dict emotions (disgust, happiness, sadness, neu-
trality and anger) and was trained on prosodic fea-
tures of our emotional database. The other model
was our main model and predicted willingness
to meet based on prosodic feature reaping, emo-
tional feature reaping, and textual feature reap-
ing. The emotional features were generated by us-
ing our emotional model that we established be-
fore and running it on the Stanford Speed Dating
Corpus. This naturally translated into the scripts

prosody reaper, emotional reaper, and
freq reaper. As for the prediction model, we
needed to create a type of ”prediction stream”
where predictions would ideally be generated in
real-time to a file or a stream which the visualiza-
tion layer could use. This layer resulted in the file
prediction streamer. Each are detailed be-
low.

4.1 Prosody
Following our review of Liscombe’s approach, in
conjunction with material presented in lecture for
CS 224S, we also saw it fit to utilize F0 and RMS
as our main prosodic features. Mirroring Lis-
combe, we utilized the maximum, minimum and
mean values for these features along with the stan-
dard deviation of the feature and its range. This
gave us a total of 10 features from just F0 and
RMS alone. In the beginning stages of develop-
ment, we also considered other prosodic features
like syllable length, pitch contour, etc. however
they were soon abandoned for reasons detailed
later in the coverage of the prediction model†. We
then proceeded to build a script to reap these fea-
tures from the dialogues in the corpus and com-
pound them into a large feature list. The Prosodic
Reaper works as follows:

1. Extract each speaker’s respective utterance
timings from the audio’s TextGrid

2. Create a list for each speaker to hold all the
F0 and RMS values for their audio

3. Calculate the F0 and RMS value for each
speaker’s utterance and append to their list

4. Produce the statistics from each list and pack-
age to form a complete feature vector for each
speaker

In the development of this script, we tried var-
ious libraries for the calculation of these features
directly from the raw audio. The issue we encoun-
tered was that we sought to produce a single num-
ber over an arbitrary length audio frame. Most
libraries were interested in producing the statis-
tics themselves, or used a set frame size to break
up the utterance in question and returned an av-
erage value instead. We settled on a proprietary
library which provided this single number calcu-
lation as well as containing a few wrapper meth-
ods for processing the TextGrids and for interact-
ing with Praat. It also included two versions of



each calculation, one utilizing Praat for the calcu-
lations and one performing the calculation natively
in Python. While the Praat versions produced very
dependable results, it also made the calculation
quite expensive to perform and ended up making
the calculation over the four minute conversations
take twice as long as the conversation itself, av-
eraging around 8-12 minutes to return the vector.
We toyed and modified the native calculations in-
stead and saw an average processing time of 1-2
minutes for each audio file which made it much
more feasible for extraction. There was an unex-
pected bug in the native version for the RMS cal-
culation however. The included RMS calculation
was implemented as a C language snippet, weaved
and executed in python, which resulted in an in-
accurate value. This was later changed to utilize
the audioop library method of calculation for RMS
which resulted in a more accurate RMS value cal-
culation.

4.2 Emotional
For our determination of five emotions (disgust,
anger, happiness, sadness and neutrality), we cre-
ated a multinomial k-neighbors classifier that clas-
sified emotions within a speech example as one
of the five emotions (labelled from 1 - 5). The
features we fed into this classifier were extracted
by running our prosody reaper (as established in
the previous section) on Liberman et al’s ”Emo-
tional Prosody Speech and Transcripts” training
set. After having established the training model,
we then run it on the Stanford Speed Dating Cor-
pus, more specifically on each speaker, and ex-
tracted the most dominant emotion among the five
emotions throughout the date. We then added
these five newly gained features to our data set that
we fed into our calculation for the willingness to
meet.

4.3 Frequency/Unigram-Bigram
For our frequency calculations, we developed un-
igram and bigram models for the entirety of the
corpus. We iterated throughout each transcript of
a date and recorded all unique unigrams and bi-
grams, assigning them indexes in a list. To ex-
tract unigram and bigram features for an indi-
vidual speed-date, we then took the transcript of
the date, processed it line-by-line, separating the
male and female lines, and recorded the number
of times each unigram and bigram appeared in
both the male side of the conversation and the fe-

male side. When added to the feature vector for
our classifier, this provided approximately 55,000
features, which each represented the number of
times the unigram or bigram appeared in the par-
ticipant’s speech in this particular speed-date.

4.4 Prediction Model & Stream

In this layer, the feature data from the previous
three ”reapers” was combined and compounded to
train a model to be used to output labels for the vi-
sualization layer. This prediction layer however, is
more than a simple trained model used to call pre-
dictions when required. Because of it’s interac-
tion with a visualization layer, a layer outputting
in FPS in real-time, we had spent considerable
time planning the structure and debating the usage
of this layer. From the beginning, our goal was
to produce real-time visualization, which implies
real-time calculation of features and label predic-
tion. Unfortunately due to the costly F0 calcula-
tion as seen in the Prosody layer, we were unable
to continue with the notion of a fully interactive
real-time prediction stream (e.g. in the form of two
people speaking into microphones in real-time) for
the visualization layer to use. Instead, this layer
became the main power-horse in producing the
Emotional and Prosody Predictions dumps for any
audio file to be fed in, producing not real-time out-
put, but data in real-time format that would indi-
cate to the visualization layer at which point of the
recording we currently were when we calculated a
new willingness. Thus, we evaluated a fed in au-
dio file every 1/15th of a second to predict a new
willingness cumulatively at that point. This time
interval was short enough to allow for a smooth
visualization of the data with a high enough frame
rate. Because of this shift, our scripts contain a bit
of ”legacy” code in that it was aimed at processing
a directory of WAV files where each was a separate
utterance and they were numbered in sequence of
recording. Instead, it now takes in an audio file
with an associated TextGrid, allowing us to eas-
ily use one of our reserved, untouched files in the
corpus to produce a demo visualization.

In our feature reaping scripts, where we run and
test a base model, we were able to dump and pre-
serve these newly trained models to simplify the
”loading” of our model into our streamer. We then
extract the timings from the associated TextGrids
as we do in Prosody, and we perform the same
calculations and the same general steps to calcu-



late the defining statistics F0 and RMS. The major
change to this preparation of the audio’s feature to
label is that we operate at a different scale than in
the reaper scripts used to operate over the Stanford
Speed Dating Corpus. The fact that we use one of
these files for demo is simply a nicety.

We must try to emulate the real-time nature of
the visualization layer and format our output as
such. Instead of producing a label at a dialogue
level for each participant, we instead go to the
phone level. This means, where as we before pro-
duced a single RMS and F0 number for each ut-
terance, we aim to do this at a ”sub-frame” level.
What this means is any utterance is first segmented
such that each portion is an entire frame long in
animation. We use a standard frame rate of 15
FPS for the animation and we utilize this num-
ber in calculating those partitions. Now that we
have each frame, we must produce a set of F0 and
RMS statistics for this frame to have a full fea-
ture vector. In order to do this, we further segment
this frame-length audio segment into sub-frames.
If we produce an RMS and F0 value for each of
these sub-frames then we can continue as we did
before by appending to lists and using these to pro-
duce the min, max, standard deviation, etc. The
danger here lies in picking too large a number of
sub-frames to divide the larger frame into. Keep
in mind that at 15 FPS the length of a single frame
lasts 0.06 seconds. Note that using recordings, like
those in the corpus used, that provide 10k+ sample
rate, this still results in a relatively large array on
the order of 500+ samples. This makes our parti-
tioning to extract a distribution rather than a single
number not too far a notion. Any frame rate lower
than the one used or any number of sub-frames
used could result into too small a partition to lead
to any accurate result however.

This layer continues in that fashion, process-
ing each utterance at a time, segmenting it into
frame length chunks, further segmenting to pro-
duce a distribution and in turn feature vector for
the frame length chunk. As soon as the utterance
is over, a dummy feature vector is inserted to save
the indicies in which we can place a sentinel value
to indicate the switching of context to the other
speaker (since speakers are assumed to speak in
turn). We take this entire list of vectors produced,
and feed them to our model to get a list of labels,
where each row/label in this list represents a single
frame of the animation. We utilize the exact same

method to produce the both the willingness labels
and the emotional labels, using their appropriate
model for prediction.

After discussing this streamer structure we can
now see why the additional features of sylla-
ble length and pitch contour as mentioned in the
prosody feature extraction reaper were abandoned.
These features are holistic speech features, mean-
ing they offer much more information at a higher,
phrase or sentence level. We’d be hard pressed to
see the pitch rise or even struggle to define sylla-
ble length at the scale of 0.06 seconds we operated
on per frame†.

4.5 Visualization

Our art piece is not only a visualization, but an
exploration of what it means to gradually find at-
traction within your partner through the way they
speak. There are several separate pieces to this art
piece that respond to our data and I will discuss
each of them separately, namely the central struc-
ture, the background and the approaching rings.
The central, illuminating piece constantly changes
its shape, visualizing the ever-evolving nature of
the conversation. As the speakers becomes closer
and signal more often through speech that they
would be willing to go out on a second date,
this structure gradually changes from a bi-polar
structure into a circular one, symbolizing how the
two speakers gradually become one, a pair. The
color was held in white, color of unification and
marriage and thus further symbol of unity. The
background was held in pink, standing representa-
tive for the flirtation and playful approach of both
speakers. Moreover, it is pulsating and in disar-
ray, mimicking the pulse and excitement of the
speaker’s engagement (this could be synced up
with a heart rate monitor as a next step to make
the visual even more immersive and representa-
tive). Within the spread our pink circles, there are
small, equally pulsating golden balls. These are to
represent the other ”fish in the sea”, all the other
potential partners for our speakers and how they
are interacting in their own little dates. As the
white rings on the left and right, our two speak-
ers, progress throughout the digital canvas, they
remove these pink and golden structures, to repre-
sent how within their pursuit of the other speaker,
they become more and more lost within them, for-
getting about all the other romantic partners that
there are. As the rings follow each other and with



each time they meet and spark, the background
becomes increasingly black, until only the cen-
tral structure remains, one of their unity, symbol-
izing isolation within their companionship, a suf-
ficiency of their company. Lastly, the white rings
that move across the canvas as a representation of
the speakers are directly hooked up with the date
input stream. symbolising at 15 frames per second

This art piece visualizes the gradual approach of
the two speakers and their connectedness to each
other. They will move towards each other and in-
tertwine, if their speech up to a certain time point
in real-time indicates that they would go on a sec-
ond date and they move away from each other if
that is not the case. If they were to exert enough
attraction to each other, the entire canvas slowly
changes and the speakers become one.

Figure 1: Visualization with both circles repre-
senting the speakers and the swirling threshold
centroid

5 Experiments

Our initial baseline implementation consisted
purely of the prosodic features discussed above.
We implemented logistic regression, Gaussian
Naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbors, a decision tree
classifier, and support vector machines. On our
baseline, Gaussian Naive Bayes performed the
best, with 58% accuracy.

In experiments, we developed both the
unigram-bigram textual model and emotional
classifier as described earlier. The unigram-
bigram textual model improved our accuracy;
however, we discovered that the emotional classi-
fier did not improve our performance. Our final
results use the prosodic features and the unigram-
bigram textual model, while the visualization
utilizes the prosodic, frequency, and emotional
features.

In experiments, we also added a neural network
to our set of classifiers and, as mentioned in the
prosodic section, developed a more accurate cal-
culation for RMS.

Classifier Train Acc. Test Acc.
Logistic Regression 92% 67%
Gaussian Naive Bayes 99% 58%
K-Nearest Neighbors 66% 41%
Decision Tree 100% 55%
S.V.M. 66% 59%
Neural Network 89% 81%

Table 1: Final results.

Our best results are with a neural network,
which achieved 81% accuracy on the test set; see
table 1 for a full list of our final results on different
classifiers.

To understand the effect of both the prosodic
features and the textual features more fully, con-
sider table 2, which lists the performance of the
classifiers on purely the prosodic features.

Classifier Train Acc. Test Acc.
Logistic Regression 55% 53%
Gaussian Naive Bayes 59% 58%
K-Nearest Neighbors 67% 50%
Decision Tree 100% 50%
S.V.M. 100% 39%
Neural Network 51% 44%

Table 2: Results purely based on prosodic fea-
tures.

These results look very similar to the baseline,
which is understandable, as the baseline used these
purely prosodic features as well. We can see by
looking at these results that textual features do im-
prove our results on the logistic regression, de-
cision tree, SVM, and neural network classifiers,
while they decrease our accuracy on k-nearest
neighbors and have no effect on Gaussian Naive
Bayes.

Table 3 shows the results of the classifier on
purely the textual (unigram-bigram) features.

Looking at these results, we see that prosodic
features improve our performance on logistic re-
gression, Gaussian Naive Bayes, decision tree,
SVM, and neural networks, while they decrease
our performance on k-nearest neighbors.



Classifier Train Acc. Test Acc.
Logistic Regression 99% 66%
Gaussian Naive Bayes 99% 53%
K-Nearest Neighbors 69% 66%
Decision Tree 92% 47%
S.V.M. 28% 39%
Neural Network 92% 66%

Table 3: Results purely based on textual features.

6 Conclusions

Our classifiers manage to classify willingness to
go on a second date with moderate accuracy. This
suggests that romantic compatibility can, in fact,
be extracted from objective features of individu-
als’ conversations, such as the prosody and word
frequency.

From our experiments looking at results based
entirely on prosodic features and entirely on tex-
tual features, we see that prosidic features improve
our performance on our best classifiers, suggesting
that a spoken language approach is a more effec-
tive way to approach romantic compatibility that
purely natural language processing, based entirely
on transcripts of what was said. Analysis of tran-
scripts can still be useful, as we saw in the exper-
iments section, but spoken language features im-
prove our classification abilities beyond what nat-
ural language processing can achieve. Speech -
not just what is said, but the way that people talk
to each other - has an important impact on how we
understand romantic compatibility.

Most importantly, however, this project show-
cases how much beauty and creativity there is in
the data around us. Rather than mindlessly mining
more and more data, we encourage people to en-
gage with the information around them creatively,
offering an understanding and insight that is oth-
erwise not obtainable.

6.1 Future Works

For future work in this area, to truly test whether
our model is good at determining more general
romantic compatibility, rather than just predict-
ing the results of speed-dates, we would have to
use more generalized data as test data. Some
data that would be worth collecting and testing
on our model includes first dates without the
time-constraint imposed by the speed-date com-
ponent, interaction between established couples,

interactions between exes, and dates with non-
heterosexual couples. While our model is a start-
ing point to investigate romantic compatibility,
there is a great deal that could be done to expand
the scope of our investigations.
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